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Most people agree that good sound quality is critical to how effective their conference calls are. Yet, most find that factors like call clarity and background noise continue to interfere with their calls. And that translates to real losses in time, productivity and dollars.

Virtually every business can benefit from a good conference phone.

- Seamless call experience
- Exceptional call quality
- Scalability
- Personal workspace solution

Bad conference calls getting you down?

Most people agree that good sound quality is critical to how effective their conference calls are. Yet, most find that factors like call clarity and background noise continue to interfere with their calls. And that translates to real losses in time, productivity and dollars.

Top Audio Conference Issues, According to Office Workers:

- 77% Say good sound quality has a major impact on the effectiveness of calls
- 78% Say background noise has a major impact on the effectiveness of calls
- 69% Say call clarity has a major impact on the effectiveness of calls
- 75% Can’t understand two people speaking at once
- 69% Prefer landlines over cell phones because of these issues

Collaboration begins with good conference calls

Collaboration is an essential part of business. And with tighter deadlines and increased workloads, it’s more important than ever to stay in touch with remote colleagues.

People use conference phones in different environments—from personal offices all the way to large-scale training rooms. No matter the type of meeting, your conference phone should be the least of your worries.

A TYPICAL CORPORATE MEETING INVOLVES NINE PEOPLE

1 Findings based on research conducted by GSI on behalf of VTech Communications, Inc. Sources: Blue Jeans, Cambridge University, MarketsandMarkets, Wainhouse Research, Statista, IBOPE/Zogby International, Research and Practice, 34th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences.
Say hello to more productive meetings

From the office to the boardroom, VTech ErisStation conference phones come with all the features you need to ensure your calls are crisp, clear and easy-to-manage.

- Automatic gain control
- Digital-quality audio
- Full-room audio coverage
- Echo cancellation for full duplexing
- Synchronized wireless microphones
- Dynamic background noise reduction
- Wireless speakerphones for expanded coverage (requires VCS712)
- Bluetooth® connectivity (requires VCS712)

Unlike traditional conference phones, ErisStation conference phones let everyone speak without having to gather around the phone or raise their voices. That's thanks to the DECT 6.0 wireless microphones featuring Orbitlink Wireless Technology™.

Whether you're up at the whiteboard or sitting in the back of the room, you can talk into one of the portable microphones or expansion speakerphones. Relax knowing the callers on the other end can hear you—loud and clear.
A conference phone that grows with you

As your business grows, so should your technology. Don’t get stuck with a phone that can’t adapt to your needs.

Most desk and conference phones can easily handle a few people on a call. But when more participants join the conversation, they may raise their voices and hover over one speakerphone.

Conference phones that don’t allow additional speakerphones and mics can cause frustration. But what if a conference phone could scale up or down depending on the number of people in the conversation?

Meet the VTech VCS752 ErisStation SIP Conference Phone with Two Wireless Mics, which does a little more than just conference calls.

Use it as either a personal workspace device in the office or as a conference phone in a packed room. To make a private call, just pair your Bluetooth or DECT headset to the VCS752. And, when you’re ready to hold a meeting with multiple people, add wireless expansion speakerphones to the table.
Scalability from the personal office to the conference room

You may use several phone devices in your office—a deskset phone, conference phone and a cell phone. People may huddle around your desk phone during a meeting. And juggling hands-free calls from your cell phone and desk phone can be difficult.

Personal workspace

Transform your conference phone into a personal workspace device with the VTech VCS752 ErisStation SIP Conference Phone with Two Wireless Mics. The VCS752 replaces the need for a separate deskset and conference phone. Prefer cellular hands-free calls without a headset? No problem. With built-in Bluetooth, connect your cell phone to the speakerphone to instantly start a conversation. Or, pair a DECT or Bluetooth headset with the conference phone.

Scalable conference solution

Go beyond the personal workspace and into any-size conference room with the VCS752.

Add one, two or three VCS850 SIP DECT Expansion Wireless Speakerphones to the VCS752 to fit any size room. Each speakerphone features two built-in mics and can be placed around the table to support 27 or more active participants. Callers can spread out, without shouting or moving closer to the mics.
Full of features

Everything you need to keep the conversation flowing in any-size room.

DECT 6.0 technology
Place the wireless microphones anywhere in a conference room and enjoy interference-free, high-quality sound.

Premium sound quality
Thanks to features like full-duplex technology, digital mixing and audio equalization, nothing is lost in translation.

Full room coverage
Choose models with one fixed and two wireless mics or two fixed and four wireless mics for maximum room coverage and participation.

Ample talk time
With up to 12 hours of talk time on each wireless microphone, there's plenty of room for meetings that run over.

Charging built-in
Magnetic charging bays in the base phone ensure the wireless microphones are always charged and ready.

Wireless expansion
(available on the VCS752)
Pair up to three VCS850 wireless speakerphones to increase the volume and microphone pickup for 27 or more active participants.

Bluetooth connectivity
(available on the VCS752)
Make and receive cellular calls on the speakerphone or pair your favorite headset for a private conversation.

Two-year standard warranty
Enjoy the peace of mind that comes with an industry-leading, standard two-year warranty.
Conferencing loud and clear

Choose the phone that fits your business. Maybe you need a SIP phone that can transition from a personal workspace device into a scalable conference phone. Or you prefer a traditional analog model with two or four wireless microphones. With any ErisStation phone, you’ll enjoy conference calls that are as productive as face-to-face meetings.

SIP models

ErisStation SIP Conference Phone with Four Wireless Mics
VC5754
- 2 fixed microphones and 4 DECT 6.0 wireless microphones
- Support for up to 3 SIP lines/accounts
- Full-duplex speakerphone in base
- Up to 8 hours of talk time per wireless microphone
- USB speakerphone

ErisStation SIP Conference Phone with Two Wireless Mics
VC5752
- 1 fixed microphone and 2 DECT 6.0 wireless microphones
- Support for up to 3 SIP lines/accounts
- Bluetooth connectivity for headset and cellular devices
- DECT 6.0 technology for wireless speakerphone expansion
- Up to 12 hours of talk time per wireless microphone
- Pair up to 3 VC5850 DECT Expansion Wireless Speakerphones for up to 27 or more active participants

ErisStation SIP DECT Expansion Wireless Speakerphone
VC5850
- Requires VC5752 to operate
- Full-duplex speakerphone in base
- Up to 12 hours of wireless talk time
- Pair up to 3 expansion speakerphones per VC5752 base

Analog models

ErisStation Conference Phone with Four Wireless Mics
VC5704
- 2 fixed microphones and 4 DECT 6.0 wireless microphones
- Full-duplex speakerphone in base
- Up to 12 hours of talk time per wireless microphone
- Up to 70 hours of standby time per wireless microphone

ErisStation Conference Phone with Two Wireless Mics
VC5702
- 1 fixed microphone and 2 DECT 6.0 wireless microphones
- Full-duplex speakerphone in base
- Up to 12 hours of talk time per wireless microphone
- Up to 70 hours of standby time per wireless microphone
The VTech Advantage

**U.S.-based customer support**
Pre-sales, post sales, field sales and technical support

**2-year warranty**
Industry-leading, standard two-year warranty

**Advanced replacement program**
Replacement on warranty claims using new—not refurbished—products